Right ventricular dysfunction is not uncommon in adults with congenital heart disease. In congenital heart disease, unlike acquired heart disease, the right ventricle is not always the subpulmonary ventricle: it may support the systemic circulation as it does in patients with transposition complexes. The result is chronic right ventricular pressure overload. In contrast, pulmonary valve regurgitation—a frequent problem after surgical repair of the tetralogy of Fallot—imposes a volume overload on the right ventricle. Over time, both conditions may lead to right ventricular dysfunction and often this becomes a major clinical concern. Clearly, a thorough understanding of right ventricular anatomy and physiology is a necessity for those caring for patients with congenital heart disease. This article provides an overview of right ventricular morphology and the adverse effects of right ventricular dysfunction in adults with congenital heart disease.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Compared to the left ventricle (LV), until recently the right ventricle (RV) has received very little attention in patients with acquired heart disease and only slightly more in those with congenital heart disease (CHD). Whether RV dysfunction affects prognosis in acquired heart disease is largely unclear. In patients with CHD, however, emerging data is linking RV dysfunction and fibrosis to quality of life, symptoms and prognosis. The RV in CHD patients is often, but not always, the subpulmonary ventricle, as for example in patients with transposition of the great arteries, where it supports the systemic circulation. As a consequence, RV function may be impaired either as a result of pressure or volume overload or a combination of the two. Accurate understanding of RV anatomy and assessment of RV volumes, and function, is thus paramount for clinicians involved in the care of CHD patients. This article provides an overview of RV anatomy, and reviews the central role of the RV in CHD.
Another useful marker for identifying the morphological RV is the moderator band, a broad muscular strap that crosses the ventricular cavity. The apical trabecular component involves the RV body and apex and has characteristically coarse trabeculations. The outlet portion is muscular and elongated, extending to the pulmonary valve, which does not have a real valvar annulus. This more triangular shape of the morphological RV, distinguishes it from the more conical morphological LV.

The 2 ventricles also differ significantly in myofiber orientation. While the RV myofibers are circumferential and longitudinal, the LV wall contains obliquely arranged myofibers on the surface, and longitudinal myofibers in the subendocardium, with circumferential myofibers in between, in a sandwich fashion. The free wall of the normal RV is usually 3 to 5 mm in thickness, but in conditions of pressure overload the RV wall thickness may even exceed that of the LV, as does its myoarchitecture.

THE PRESSURE LOADED RIGHT VENTRICLE

The 2 most common models of pressure loaded RV are RV outflow tract (RVOT) obstruction and RV as a systemic ventricle.

RIGHT VENTRICULAR OUTFLOW TRACT OBSTRUCTION

Congenital obstruction of RVOT is most commonly due to pulmonary valve stenosis (PS), but may also be the result of abnormalities at the mid-RV, the infundibulum, the supravalvular region, or the branch/peripheral pulmonary arteries (Table).

Pulmonary Valve Stenosis

Isolated PS is found in 80%-90% of all patients with RVOT obstruction, and is almost always congenital. It is possible to identify 3 morphological types of stenotic pulmonary valve: a) dome-shaped; b) dysplastic; and c) bicuspid or unicuspid. The latter type is uncommon. The classic form of PS is the dome-shaped pulmonary valve, which may have 2-4 raphes, but there is no separation into valve cusps (Figure 2). It is characterized by a mobile valve with narrow central opening. Its familial inheritance is low, varying between 1.7%-3.6%.

A dysplastic pulmonary valve is present in 10% to 20% of patients with PS. Dysplastic valves are trileaflet with markedly thickened leaflets composed of disorganized myxomatous tissue and little, if any, fusion. This is usually associated with a hypoplastic ventriculo-arterial junction. This entity is the most

ABBREVIATIONS
CHD: congenital heart disease
LV: left ventricle
PR: pulmonary regurgitation
PS: pulmonary stenosis
RV: right ventricle
RVOTO: right ventricular outflow tract obstruction
TR: tricuspid regurgitation
TV: tricuspid valve

ANATOMY

The RV is composed of 3 different segments: inlet, apical trabecular, and outlet (Figure 1). The inlet component extends from the tricuspid valve (TV) annulus to the insertion of the papillary muscles in the ventricular wall and thus surrounds and supports the leaflets and tension apparatus of the TV. The TV has 3 leaflets: the septal, antero-superior, and inferior (or mural). Its most characteristic feature is the presence of tendinous cords attaching its septal leaflet to the ventricular septum, which, along with, the apical displacement of the TV, can be used to distinguish it from the mitral valve and the morphological LV during echocardiography.
Most patients with PS remain asymptomatic for many years, even when stenosis progresses from moderate to severe. Therefore, diagnosis is not uncommonly made in adulthood. Both in infancy and adulthood, this condition is usually detected when a characteristic murmur is heard on physical examination, and is thereafter confirmed by transthoracic echocardiography. Symptoms usually develop when RV pressure exceeds 50% of systemic pressure, limiting RV output and pulmonary perfusion. Typical symptoms include exertional dyspnea and fatigue. Chest pain, syncope or even sudden cardiac death may also occur in patients with severe PS, which is thought to result from decreased myocardial perfusion caused by inadequate cardiac output during exercise, leading to ischemia and ventricular arrhythmias.

The auscultatory findings in PS are quite distinct; the mobile pulmonary valve creates an ejection click that decreases with inspiration. The more severe the stenosis, the earlier in systole the click occurs, until it merges with the first heart sound and becomes inaudible. There is also a crescendo-decrescendo ejection systolic murmur, maximal at the upper left sternal border. Pulmonary regurgitation (PR) is uncommon in this setting. A 4th heart sound is often heard at the lower left sternal border in patients with severe stenosis. When a 3rd heart sound is heard, the presence of an atrial septal defect (ASD) should be suspected.
The electrocardiogram is usually normal when the RV systolic pressure is <60 mmHg. As the lesion severity worsens, electrocardiographic evidence of right atrial enlargement, right axis deviation and RV hypertrophy may appear. In severe PS a pure R, Rs, or QR is the usual pattern in the right precordial leads, and the R wave is usually greater than 20 mm (Figure 3).

The chest radiograph often has distinctive features, with normal heart size and a dilated central pulmonary artery. This sign can be absent in patients with dysplastic valve. Vascular fullness in the left lung base greater than the right (Chen’s sign) is due to the preferential flow. In severe PS pulmonary vascular markings can be diminished. The right atrium and RV can be dilated if there is RV decompensation or when PS is associated with an ASD.

Echocardiography is the diagnostic method of choice. Continuous wave Doppler is useful for obtaining peak instantaneous gradient through the RVOT/pulmonary valve. However, distinguishing between valvar stenosis and subvalvular dynamic stenosis secondary to infundibular hypertrophy can become challenging. Subvalvular dynamic obstruction, in fact, often accompanies severe valvular PS and is characterized by a late-peaking jet similar to that of dynamic LV outflow obstruction. Color and pulsed wave Doppler can also be used to locate the site of obstruction and, therefore, distinguish between valvular, subvalvar (RVOT) or supravalvar PS. Echocardiography can also provide information on valve mobility, RV size and function, as well as the presence of poststenotic dilatation. Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) can provide additional information for assessing PS and locating the exact area of obstruction. In addition, CMR is the gold standard method for quantifying RV size and function.

The first operation for PS was performed in 1948 and consisted of pulmonary valve commissurotomy. Subsequent procedures in the early 1950s involved closed valvotomy with transcatheter methods (Brock procedure). Later, open valvotomy yielded significantly better results. If the valve is dysplastic, partial or total valvotomy may be required; if there is annular or pulmonary trunk hypoplasia, a transannular patch may become necessary. All of these procedures invariably result in various degrees of PR, which is well tolerated for many years. Initially, the RV compensates by dilatation, maintaining contractility and stroke volume. Eventually RV dysfunction ensues and patients develop symptoms, such as dyspnea, fatigue and substantial arrhythmia.

The long-term outcome of patients with PS is excellent. In the Second Natural History Study of Congenital Heart Defects, there was no significant disease progression in patients with a peak gradient <20 mm Hg, while there was a 20% chance of requiring repair in those with a peak gradient 25 and 49 mm Hg. The majority of patients with peak gradients >50 mm Hg required intervention. Studies of patients who received surgical valvotomy in childhood have shown that outcome is excellent in this cohort, with a mortality rate <5% after 25 years of follow-up. However, one-third of the patients will develop significant PR and will require re-intervention in later years (re-intervention rate 9%-40%; mean time to pulmonary valve replacement [PVR], 33 years). Atrial or ventricular arrhythmia, exercise intolerance or cardiomegaly on chest x-ray in patients with...
previous prior surgical pulmonary valvotomy should raise the suspicion of PR. Subjective measures of exercise intolerance may be unreliable in these patients due to the chronic nature of PR and the slow progression of the disease. Cardiopulmonary exercise testing is, thus, essential for objectively quantifying exercise intolerance and monitoring change over time. Moreover, serial echocardiography is important for detecting RV dysfunction and the development of significant tricuspid regurgitation (TR), which should prompt referral for PVR. 

Since percutaneous balloon valvotomy was introduced in 1982, it has become the treatment of choice for patients with classic domed valvular PS. The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines recommend balloon valvotomy for asymptomatic patients with domed-shaped pulmonary valve and a peak instantaneous Doppler gradient $>60$ mm Hg or a mean Doppler gradient $>40$ mm Hg. For symptomatic patients, balloon valvotomy is indicated when a peak instantaneous Doppler gradient $>50$ mm Hg or a mean Doppler gradient $>30$ mm Hg is present. Long term outcome after balloon valvotomy is excellent, with a low rate of restenosis. The latter was found to be more common when a residual gradient was present immediately after the procedure. Significant PR is encountered in 5% of patients after balloon valvotomy. In this cohort, a pulmonary regurgitant fraction $>15\%$ was associated with a lower peak VO$_2$. Whether balloon valvotomy will be associated with similar rates of re-intervention for PR in the long term remains speculative.

**Double-Chambered Right Ventricle**

Double-chambered RV (DCRV) is usually associated with a ventricular septal defect (VSD). It is characterized by aberrant hypertrophied muscular bands that divide the RV cavity into a proximal high-pressure and a distal low-pressure chamber (Figure 4). This is in contrast to RVOT obstruction in tetralogy of Fallot (ToF), where the main level of obstruction is usually at the infundibular level.

The severity of the DCRV obstruction tends to increase with time and may only become manifest during adulthood. Clinically, patients with DCRV and intact ventricular septum resemble patients with isolated PS. When a VSD is present, the clinical features may be dominated by the VSD rather than the DCRV, early in the course of the disease.

On examination, a loud pansystolic crescendo-decrescendo murmur is typically present, often accompanied by a thrill, which may be undistinguishable from that of isolated PS, but for the absence of the ejection click. A murmur relating to the associated VSD may be present, unless the VSD opens into a high-pressure (proximal) chamber.

![Figure 4. Patient with double-chambered right ventricle. The arrow shows the hypertrophied muscle band.](image-url)
The electrocardiogram typically demonstrates RV hypertrophy, which is not what is expected in cases of isolated restrictive VSD. Two-dimensional echocardiography is usually diagnostic, identifying the degree and location of the obstruction and the presence of a VSD. However, the VSD may be difficult to visualize when it opens into the high-pressure chamber. CMR provides complementary information on the anatomy and physiology.

The indications for surgery in DCRV are similar to those for valvar PS.19 Muscular resection and outflow-enlarging procedures have been very effective, with excellent long-term results and very low rates of recurrence.23

**Pulmonary Stenosis and Pregnancy**

When RV function is preserved, isolated RVOT obstruction is usually well tolerated during pregnancy, even when the lesion is severe. Nevertheless, when women with severe PS develop recurrent atrial arrhythmia and/or early right heart failure during pregnancy, balloon valvotomy should be considered.

**SYSTEMIC RIGHT VENTRICLE**

A morphological RV in the systemic position in adulthood is most commonly encountered in patients with congenitally corrected transposition (ccTGA) and those with transposition of the great arteries (TGA) following atrial switch procedures (Mustard or Senning). In the systemic position, the RV changes its myofiber architecture to resemble the “sandwich” pattern encountered in the normal LV.4 Moreover, in the systemic RV there is predominant circumferential rather than longitudinal free wall shortening.5 These changes allow the RV to adapt and function in the systemic position to a large extent and for a number of decades.

**Congenitally Corrected Transposition**

ccTGA is a rare condition, accounting for <1% of all CHD. It consists of atrioventricular (AV) and ventriculoarterial (VA) discordance: the right atrium is connected to the morphological LV, which gives rise to the pulmonary artery, whereas the left atrium is connected to the morphological RV, which gives rise to the aorta. The aorta is also generally, but not universally, anterior and to the left, and the great arteries may be side by side rather than crossing (Figure 5). Situs abnormalities are common in this entity. In fact, ccTGA is one of the cardiac defects most commonly associated with dextrocardia and should be suspected when the latter is associated with abdominal situs solitus. Additional cardiac lesions are present in 95% of cases with ccTGA and include, Ebstein-like anomaly of the TV (90%), VSD (70%), PS (40%), and complete heart block (2% risk per year).24

Patients with ccTGA typically remain asymptomatic until the 3rd or 4th decade of life but may become symptomatic earlier when additional haemodynamic lesions are present.25 The most common symptoms include dyspnea on exertion and palpitations or syncope secondary to atrial arrhythmias or complete heart block. Patients with VSD and PS may present with progressive cyanosis.

Echocardiography is the diagnostic method of choice. The apical four-chamber and subcostal views are most helpful in determining the situs and AV–VA connections. Ventricular morphology is best assessed by examining the AV valves: the TV is always closer to the apex compared to the mitral valve and its septal leaflet has chordal attachments to the inlet septum. The relation of the two ventricles and the great arteries are more side by side than the usual anteroposterior. It is important to identify associated lesions such as VSD, which is usually perimembranous, as well as the presence of LV outflow tract obstruction, which may be due to either an aneurysm of the membranous septum, a fibrous membrane, or mobile subpulmonary tissue “tags.” Moreover, accurate assessment of systemic RV function and the degree of systemic AV valve regurgitation is also fundamental in the assessment of ccTGA. CMR provides complementary information on the anatomy and a more accurate estimate of RV size and function.

The prognosis of ccTGA greatly depends on the presence and severity of associated lesions. In the absence of the above, patients with ccTGA may survive until the 7th or 8th decade of life.26 However, the incidence of systemic ventricular dysfunction and congestive heart failure increases with age, even in the absence of associated lesions (more than 1 in 3 will develop congestive heart failure by the 5th decade of life).27 The presence of significant TR and/or RV dysfunction is associated with a significantly higher mortality27,28 and a higher risk of developing decompensated heart failure. The rate of deterioration of systemic RV function in the presence of significant TR is much more rapid than that of systemic LV in the presence of mitral regurgitation. The factors responsible for this remain unclear. Ventricular geometry is likely to play a role in this, as RV dilatation is more likely to cause severe annular dilatation and rapidly aggravates TR and in turn RV dysfunction.29 In addition, myocardial perfusion may not be
adequate to sustain the workload of a severely hypertrophied systemic RV, making it vulnerable to perfusion mismatch and ischemia.\textsuperscript{30} When systemic RV function deteriorates in the presence of systemic AV valve regurgitation, particularly when intrinsic abnormalities of the valve are present, TV replacement should always be considered, before irreversible systemic RV dysfunction ensues.\textsuperscript{19}

While there is evidence of neurohormonal activation in patients with ccTGA, little is known about the efficacy of heart failure medication, such as angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEI) and beta-blockers.\textsuperscript{31} Data are conflicting and many studies combine patients with ccTGA and Mustard or Senning procedures, the latter may respond differently to ACEI due to abnormal AV function. A small pilot study on patients with ccTGA or Senning procedure has suggested that carvedilol may improve RV function. However, beta-blockers should be used with caution due to the propensity for conduction abnormalities and complete AV block,\textsuperscript{32} unless patients are paced.

**Complete Transposition of the Great Arteries**

Complete TGA accounts for approximately 5\% of all newborns with a congenital cardiac malformation. In these patients, the aorta arises from the morphological RV, and the pulmonary artery from the morphological LV (Figure 6). The great vessels are parallel, with the aorta anterior and, usually, to the right of the pulmonary artery. Associated lesions are present in one-third of patients.

Nowadays, the treatment of choice for patients with TGA is the arterial switch procedure, which has been applied for more than two decades. However, most of the adults with TGA alive today have had an atrial switch procedure (Mustard or Senning operation) which results in the RV supporting the systemic circulation. These patients may develop systemic ventricular dysfunction, arrhythmias or baffle-related problems, and warrant annual follow-up in specialized adult congenital heart disease (ACHD) centers.\textsuperscript{19} In these patients, RV function may gradually deteriorate and this may be associated with aggravating TR. Only patients with significant TR due to primary TV disease (which may be iatrogenic from VSD closure or due to other factors such as endocarditis) may benefit from TV replacement.\textsuperscript{19} Assessment of RV function in these patients is paramount, but also challenging. Although transthoracic echo assessment of adults is limited to semiquantitative data in this setting, key hemodynamic information on RV may be obtained by experienced hands. Systemic ventricular free wall long-axis excursion has been shown to predict exercise capacity by these patients.\textsuperscript{33} Echocardiography also provides...
information on baffle patency, baffle leaks and valvar regurgitation.

CMR is considered the gold standard for the study of RV size and function in this population. Moreover, the systemic and pulmonary venous pathways can be evaluated more accurately. When CMR is contraindicated, gated CT-angiography may be an alternative.

Both bradyarrhythmias and tachyarrhythmias are common long after atrial switch for TGA. Sinus node dysfunction is frequent and 11% of patients will need pacemaker implantation at some point. Almost a quarter of patients develop atrial flutter or fibrillation 23 years after the atrial switch procedure. The extensive atrial scarring following atrial surgery creates the perfect substrate for atrial arrhythmias, which may become life threatening when fast or in the presence of significant pathway obstruction. Antiarrhythmic drugs with negative inotropic effect are rarely used when systemic RV dysfunction is present. Radiofrequency ablation for atrial arrhythmias can be challenging, but has a success rate of approximately 70% in experienced hands.

Atrial pathway obstruction and leaks, while infrequent, should always be excluded in the presence of symptoms. Superior vena cava (SVC) obstruction is more common and may cause “SVC syndrome,” although this is uncommon because the azygos system usually compensates for it. Patency of the superior systemic venous pathway should always be assessed before implantation of a transvenous pacing system. Small baffle leaks are relatively more common. They are usually small and haemodynamically insignificant but may allow paradoxical emboli and cause cyanosis at rest or during exercise. When the LV is enlarged, contrast echocardiography with agitated saline should be performed to rule out a significant pathway leak with predominant systemic to pulmonary shunt (equivalent of RV enlargement in concordant heart with an ASD).

Pulmonary arterial hypertension occurs in about 7% of patients after atrial switch procedures for TGA. The pathogenesis is unknown, but risks factors include operation at >2 years of age and shunting at the ventricular or great artery level prior to repair. Pulmonary venous pathway obstruction should always be investigated as a cause of pulmonary hypertension in this setting.

Systemic Right Ventricle and Sudden Cardiac Death

The majority of patients with systemic RV die suddenly. Age, systemic ventricular dysfunction,
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New York Heart Association functional class, supraventricular arrhythmia and QT dispersion have all been associated. Recently, Schwerzmann et al reported that a QRS duration ≥140 ms is associated with lower functional class, worse systemic RV function and a higher mortality. Automated implanted cardioverter defibrillators (AICD) have been utilized recently in this setting, although their role remains unknown.

Systemic Ventricle and Pregnancy

The risk of pregnancy in patients with systemic RV depends on systemic ventricular function, the presence of significant hemodynamic lesions and functional capacity. Pregnancy may cause deterioration in systemic RV function, even though the long-term impact of pregnancy on systemic RV function remains unclear. A mortality rate of up to 4% has been reported in a small series of women with systemic RV, and this should be discussed during preconception counseling. Patients with good or mildly impaired RV systolic function and no pathway obstruction are at low risk. During pregnancy, clinical assessment should focus on early signs of heart failure and arrhythmias. If atrial tachycardia occurs, direct current cardioversion can be performed safely to restore sinus rhythm. Aspirin throughout pregnancy should be considered in patients with previous history of atrial arrhythmias.

THE VOLUME LOADED RIGHT VENTRICLE

The 3 most common lesions associated with RV volume overload are ASD, pulmonary regurgitation in the setting of ToF and TR in the setting of Ebstein anomaly. In this review, we will focus on the latter 2 conditions.

TETRALOGY OF FALLOT

ToF is the most common form of cyanotic CHD after the first year of life. It consists of a large malaligned subaortic VSD, the aorta riding up over the septal defect (when more than 50% patients fall into double outlet RV subgroup), RVOT obstruction and RV hypertrophy. Pulmonary branch stenosis or pulmonary branch hypoplasia may be present, with some patients presenting with pulmonary atresia. Associated anomalies include ASD, AV septal defect (more common in patients with Down syndrome) and a right-sided aortic arch, which can be found in up to 25% of patients. Coronary artery anomalies may also be present, commonly involving the left anterior descending coronary artery, which arises from the right coronary sinus and crosses the RVOT (3% of cases).

Most patients with ToF, nowadays, undergo total repair early in life. This involves closure of the VSD and relief of the RVOT obstruction. The latter may require RVOT/transannular patch, which disrupts the integrity of the pulmonary valve “annulus,” or pulmonary valvotomy/valvectomy if the pulmonary valve is abnormal. An extracardiac conduit between the RVOT and main pulmonary artery may be necessary in the presence of pulmonary atresia or an anomalous left coronary artery crossing the RVOT.

The most common sequelae of RVOT patch augmentation is significant PR. Severe chronic PR may lead to RV dilatation and RV systolic dysfunction, with a propensity to clinical arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death. It is known that after 2 decades of exposure to significant volume overload, RV systolic function deteriorates, resulting in progressive exercise intolerance and a high risk of arrhythmias, both supraventricular and ventricular. Patients should, thus, be considered for PVR when significant RV dilatation is present, before the onset of irreversible RV dysfunction. Reliance on symptoms only for deciding the timing of PVR may be misleading, as patients often become symptomatic when RV function becomes severely impaired. Objective assessment of exercise capacity may be more reliable, and serial exercise testing may help identify changes in exercise capacity, which may not be perceived by the patient. Surgical intervention is also indicated when patients with severe PR and enlarged RVs develop moderate to severe TR, or symptomatic atrial or ventricular arrhythmias.

Indeed, no single parameter, but several variables, should be considered when deciding the correct timing of PVR.

Echocardiography remains the most widely employed imaging modality for assessing patients with ToF. However, CMR is the gold standard for both PR quantification and RV volumetric analysis. Patients with repaired ToF, especially those with progressive TR or other sequelae, should have an echocardiogram annually and a CMR every 2-3 years. Quantification of PR with echocardiography can be challenging for inexperienced operators. Early equalization of RV and PA pressures can be a sign of significant PR in the absence of a restrictive RV. A pressure half-time <100 ms and a PR index (ratio between PR duration and total diastole) lower than 0.77 has 100% sensitivity and 85% specificity for identifying patients with pulmonary regurgitant fraction greater than 25% in CMR (Figure 7). RV size and function should also be evaluated.

Pulsed Doppler late-diastolic forward pulmonary flow, coincident with atrial systole, present
cut-off value, although other parameters need to be taken into account.

Most patients after ToF repair have right bundle branch block as well as signs of RV hypertrophy on the electrocardiogram. Prolongation of QRS duration correlates well with progressive RV dilatation and dysfunction. A mechano-electrical interaction has been postulated, reflecting delayed conduction and increased likelihood of malignant ventricular arrhythmias. Therefore, following QRS prolongation over time is important, with a QRS rate of change ≥4ms/year associated with an increased risk of sustained ventricular tachycardia and sudden cardiac death. Other predictors of ventricular tachycardia and sudden cardiac death include a QRS duration ≥180 ms and LV dysfunction, even though the latter has a low predictive positive value when taken alone (29% vs 93% when considered together with QRS duration). Stratification for sudden cardiac death remains challenging for individual patients with ToF, and the role of primary prevention with AICD implantation in high risk patients (large RVOT aneurysms, QRS>180 ms, inducible ventricular tachycardia, extensive late gadolinium enhancement or LV dysfunction) remains uncertain. Atrial arrhythmias and reduced heart rate variability has also been shown to be a marker of increased morbidity and mortality in this population.

Although pregnancy is well tolerated in patients with regurgitant lesions, severe PR after ToF repair has been reported as a maternal risk factor during pregnancy. Furthermore, the risk for

The unusual shape of the RV cavity and the unpredictable manner in which it dilates make accurate quantitative analysis by echocardiographic or radionuclide angiographic techniques difficult. CMR permits more accurate and reproducible quantitative analysis of RV dimensions and function in experienced hands. The optimal “cut-off” value beyond which PVR should be recommended remains controversial. Therrien et al reported that RV volumes do not normalize in patients with a preoperative RV end-diastolic volume >170 mL/m² and RV end-systolic volume >85 mL/m². Oosterhof et al reported that there is no threshold above which RV volume does not decrease after surgery, but normalization of RV volumes is only achievable when RV end-diastolic volume does not exceed 160 mL/m² or RV end-systolic volume 82 mL/m². Early PVR in patients with RV end-diastolic indexed volume of 150 mL/m² was recently shown to lead to normalization of RV dimensions and is considered by many as a

throughout respiration, and associated with retrograde vena caval flow, defines the so-called “restrictive RV physiology” in this setting (Figure 8). This physiology is commonly present early after ToF repair, and has been shown to be associated with low cardiac output, leading to a longer intensive care stay. However, there are data to suggest that restrictive RV physiology late after repair of ToF is associated with smaller RV size, shorter QRS duration and better exercise capacity, possibly by counteracting the effects of PR and by also contributing to forward pulmonary flow and thus to cardiac output.

The unusual shape of the RV cavity and the unpredictable manner in which it dilates make accurate quantitative analysis by echocardiographic or radionuclide angiographic techniques difficult. CMR permits more accurate and reproducible quantitative analysis of RV dimensions and function in experienced hands. The optimal “cut-off” value beyond which PVR should be recommended remains controversial. Therrien et al reported that RV volumes do not normalize in patients with a preoperative RV end-diastolic volume >170 mL/m² and RV end-systolic volume >85 mL/m². Oosterhof et al reported that there is no threshold above which RV volume does not decrease after surgery, but normalization of RV volumes is only achievable when RV end-diastolic volume does not exceed 160 mL/m² or RV end-systolic volume 82 mL/m². Early PVR in patients with RV end-diastolic indexed volume of 150 mL/m² was recently shown to lead to normalization of RV dimensions and is considered by many as a
adverse maternal events associated with pregnancy increases if RV or LV dysfunction or hypoplastic pulmonary arteries are present. The latter, however, is uncommon. Pregnancy is a relatively low-risk endeavor for most women with repaired ToF and, during pregnancy, periodic assessment should focus on signs of right and left heart dysfunction and clinical arrhythmia.68

EBSTEIN ANOMALY

Ebstein anomaly is a rare and complex disorder accounting for <1% of all cases of CHD. It is characterized by adherence of the septal and posterior TV leaflets to the underlying myocardium due to failure of delamination during embryonic development. This leads to apical displacement of the functional annulus of the TV (septal leaflet more than the posterior and more than the anterior). The anterior leaflet may be severely deformed and forms a large “sail-like” intracavitary curtain, which can even lead to RVOT obstruction (Figure 9). The inlet portion of the RV is functionally integrated with the right atrium (“atrialized RV”) and can become disproportionately dilated, with varying degrees of wall thinning.69 These anatomical and functional abnormalities may cause significant TR, which results in right atrial and ventricular dilatation. The LV is typically small (“compressed”) and is often intrinsically abnormal in its function.

Ebstein anomaly can be associated with different congenital heart defects, such as ASD (present in 80%-94% of patients), PS, pulmonary atresia or hypoplastic pulmonary arteries, subaortic stenosis, bicuspid aortic valve, mitral valve prolapse and VSD. In addition, patients with Ebstein anomaly have higher prevalence of accessory conduction pathways (Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome).

The first classification of Ebstein anomaly was described by Carpentier et al70 in 1988. Ebstein anomaly was classified in 4 categories:

- Type A: the volume of the true RV is adequate.
- Type B: there is a large atrialized component of the RV but the anterior leaflet moves freely.
- Type C: the anterior leaflet is severely restricted in its movement and may cause significant obstruction of the RVOT.
- Type D: near-complete atrialization of the RV, with the exception of a small infundibular component.

This classification, though fairly simplistic, may still be useful in deciding the type of surgery.

The extended Glasgow Outcome Scale71 is a more recent echocardiographic grading score for Ebstein anomaly which provides information about prognosis. The ratio of the combined area of the right atrium and “atrialised RV” is compared to that of the functional RV and left heart (grade 1, <0.5; grade 2, 0.5-0.99; grade 3, 1-1.49; grade 4,
On examination, the jugular venous pressure is rarely elevated in Ebstein anomaly, even in presence of severe TR, due to the severely enlarged right atrium, which does not allow propagation of regurgitant flow to the SVC. Peripheral cyanosis may be present, especially when right to left atrial shunting and severe Ebstein anomaly and a low cardiac output are present. A RV lift is often present and the pulse volume may be low. The first heart sound is loud, and there may be a systolic click relating to the enlarged sail-like anterior leaflet. A holosystolic murmur, may be heard in the presence of significant TR and may increase on inspiration, but only when an adequate functional RV is present.

The electrocardiogram is abnormal in most of the patients with Ebstein anomaly. A tall and broad P wave is present as a result of right atrial enlargement. Tachyarrhythmias are a more common mode of presentation of Ebstein anomaly in adults than heart failure, affecting 20% to 30% of patients. These are related to right chamber enlargement or the presence of one or more accessory conduction pathways.
feature of Ebstein anomaly is apical displacement of both, the septal and posterior tricuspid leaflets, exceeding 20 mm or 8 mm/m² body surface area in adults.73 The site and degree of TR and the feasibility of TV repair can also be assessed. Attention should be made not to underestimate the severity of TR when this is severe (“free”), as this becomes laminar, with low velocity, and an early-peaking Doppler profile.12 CMR may supply important additional information in cardiac structure and function, essential in the pre-operative period.

Appropriate timing for TV repair/replacement is important, taking into account predictors of outcome such as severity of Ebstein anomaly, RV and LV dysfunction and functional class. In the earlier era, a cardiothoracic ratio >65% was considered an indication for surgery. Nowadays, however, it is generally agreed that surgery should be offered before severe cardiomegaly develops, as this is associated with severe RV dilatation and systolic dysfunction. Many would consider a combination of the following as good indications for surgery: increasing debilitating symptoms or gradual deterioration in exercise capacity (with or without cyanosis), paradoxical embolism, progressive cardiomegaly on chest-x-ray and progressive RV dilatation or deterioration of RV systolic function.19 Although it has not been shown whether TV repair or replacement provides a better long-term outcome, TV repair is preferable whenever possible. Concomitant arrhythmia surgery in patients with previous history of atrial arrhythmias may provide additional benefit.

Pregnancy is generally well tolerated in non-cyanotic women with Ebstein anomaly, with or without prior repair, who are asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic. However, an increased risk of pregnancy-related complications and fetal loss has been described amongst such women, particularly in the presence of cyanosis and/or severe symptomatic TR or arrhythmias.74 These patients should be considered for intervention prior to pregnancy. The reported rate of recurrence of CHD in offspring of patients with Ebstein anomaly is approximately 4%.75

CARDIAC RESYNCHRONIZATION THERAPY AND THE RIGHT VENTRICLE

Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) improves haemodynamic parameters and functional capacity and reduces morbidity and mortality in patients with acquired heart failure.76 However, there is little evidence to support the use of CRT in ACHD patients. There is some evidence suggesting that CRT may acutely improve hemodynamics and facilitate weaning from cardiopulmonary bypass in this setting. Janousek et al77 demonstrated that CRT improves systemic RV function in patients with native or LV pacing-induced electromechanical delay. However, CRT implantation in ccTGA or TGA patients can be challenging due to the coronary sinus and coronary venous anatomy.78 Moreover, even when feasible, it is difficult to decide which patients will benefit from this therapy and clearly more data are needed in this area.

Biventricular dysynchrony may also be present in patients with right bundle branch block after ToF repair and commonly is associated with reduced global and regional LV function.79 It is unclear, however, how CRT can be successfully applied in this setting. Moreover, the presence of areas of RV late activation in the free wall,80 in portions of the interventricular septum80 and in the outflow tract81 probably means that the exact target for RV resynchronization is different from patient to
patient. Currently there is not enough evidence to recommend routine CRT in this population and again more data are required.

CONCLUSION

The RV, with its complex geometry and unique adaptive mechanisms in CHD, remains a challenge in adult cardiology. Maintaining an adequate RV function and avoiding excessive RV dilatation is essential both in the subpulmonary and systemic position and will influence exercise capacity as well as short and long term morbidity and mortality. While hemodynamic interventions to relieve volume overload from TR or PR seem to improve hemodynamics and functional class, timing of valve surgery is evolving. These patients are best assessed and followed by in tertiary centres by cardiologists expert in ACHD. Novel therapies such as AICD and CRT hold promise for the failing systemic RV, even though further studies are required.
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